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WHERE ARE WE?
70s technology
Multiple layers of legacy
Systems getting more complex









HIVE
Communication system
Data store
Federated trust network
Secure and privacy preserving







REQUIREMENTS
Easy to setup
Everybody runs their own on their devices
Share resources via trust network



SCENARIOS
"Backup on my storage (encrypted with your key)"
"My friends receive presence (and location) updates"
"You can use 20% of my resources"
"You can share those with your friends"
Veri�cation via bar code scan, key �ngerprint



RESOURCES
Storage: git like (remote sync), block device
CPU: execute computation somewhere
Network load: automated load-balancing



NODE PROPERTIES
Separation of concerns
Strong isolation
Locality
Only strictly required complexity
Encrypted federated (group) communication





MIRAGEOS
Clean slate operating system
Started in 2009
Permissively licensed (ISC and 2-clause BSD)
Several members now working on Docker for Mac & Win
Open source project, contributions from all over the world



TARGET
Server (Mail, Web, Name)
IoT backend service
X86 and ARM
Deploy as VM on Xen, KVM, BHyve



EXCURSION: CONTAINER



MIRAGEOS VM



COMPLEXITY
Name server does not need a �le system
Neither users
Nor processes
Just a remote data blob and a log host
No �le system permissions and potential exposing of data
All using secure channels and your own CA
Code size <5%, VMs measured in KB rather than MB or GB



OCAML
Ancestor: ML
Functional, modular, declarative
Compiles to native code
Static type system
Used in academia and industry
Since 25 years



MIRAGEOS PROPERTIES
Boots in roughly 10ms
Small image size
Reduced attack vectors
Fast and secure



SUSTAINABLE
Just in time virtual machines
Only run if requested
Modi�ed DNS server
Once query comes in, reply and start VM
Once TCP syn comes in, VM is already running
Less waste of resources



DEVELOPMENT WORKFLOW: DEVEL



DEPLOY ON UNIX USING TAP



DEPLOY AS XEN GUEST



MIRAGEOS STATUS QUO
Releasing MirageOS 3 - uni�ed logging and error handling
Crypto libraries (TLS, OTR, SSH soon)
Networking (TCP/IP, HTTP, DNS, DHCP, IPv4)
Initial UIs (terminal based)
Branchable persistent storage (git-like)
Control via plan9
Logging using syslog



TERMINAL UI





JACKLINE, AN XMPP CLIENT



NQSB OFFICE



NQSB-TLS
A TLS stack, developed from scratch, with dual goals:

Executable speci�cation
Usable TLS implementation



DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Purely functional protocol implementation
No side effects (IO, mutable state)
Explicit error handling
State machine invariants checked by type system
ASN.1 parsing and unparsing using combinators
Small predicates for X.509 validation
Effectful layer on top



BTC PIÑATA
Transparent Bitcoin bait
Both client and server side are exposed
Private BTC key when successfully authenticated
MirageOS application: 3MB virtual machine image

http://ownme.ipredator.se/


RESULTS: BTC PIÑATA
Since February 2015, still up with BTC
Attacks included exploits in other stacks
Over 20000 traces from 1000 IPs within �rst 3 months

(We can't infer security from the Piñata.)

http://ownme.ipredator.se/


HANDSHAKE PERFORMANCE
nqsb OpenSSL PolarSSL

RSA 698 hs/s 723 hs/s 672 hs/s

DHE-RSA 601 hs/s 515 hs/s 367 hs/s



THROUGHPUT



RESULTS
Code size: 10 kloc (OpenSSL 350; Boring/Libre 200;
PolarSSL 50)
Binary size: around 4% of behaviourly similar Linux VM
Interoperates with other TLS implementations



FUTURE
We have some basics (storage, network, deployment)
Still need e.g. data distribution, authentication, trust
network, ...
You can base your research on MirageOS
https://databoxproject.uk

https://databoxproject.uk/


CONCLUSION
Radical approach to OS design
Smaller attack surface, fewer attack vectors
Reasonable performance
Active BSD open source and research project!
Downside: have to learn OCaml
Free O'Reilly book on unikernels
Growing user base, MirageOS 3 will be out soon

 and https://mirage.io http://unikernel.org

My website: https://hannes.nqsb.io

https://mirage.io/
http://unikernel.org/
https://hannes.nqsb.io/


 ML module layout

STRUCTURE

nqsb-TLS



CORE
Is purely functional:

val handle_tls :
  state -> buffer ->
  [ ̀Ok   of state * buffer option * buffer option
  | ̀Fail of failure ]



CORE
OCaml helps to enforce state-machine invariants.

let handle_handshake ssn hs buf =
  match parse_handshake buf with
  | Error -> fail (̀Fatal ̀ReaderError)
  | Ok handshake ->
     match ssn, handshake with
     | AwaitClientHello, ClientHello ch ->
       answer_client_hello hs ch buf
     | AwaitClientFinished (session, log), Finished fin ->
       answer_client_finished hs session fin buf log
     (* ... *)
     | _ -> fail (̀Fatal ̀UnexpectedHandshake)



ASN.1
    TBSCertificate ::= SEQUENCE {
         version          [0] Version,
         serialNumber         CertificateSerialNumber,
         signature            AlgorithmIdentifier,
         issuer               Name,
         validity             Validity,
         subject              Name,
         subjectPKInfo        SubjectPublicKeyInfo,
         issuerUniqueID   [1] IMPLICIT UniqueId OPTIONAL,
         subjectUniqueID  [2] IMPLICIT UniqueId OPTIONAL,
         extensions       [3] Extensions OPTIONAL 
}



ASN.1 IN OCAML
let tbsCertificate   = sequence (
   (opt "version"       (e 0 version))
 @ (req "serialNumber"       certificate_sn)
 @ (req "signature"          Algorithm.identifier)
 @ (req "issuer"             Name.name)
 @ (req "validity"           validity)
 @ (req "subject"            Name.name)
 @ (req "subjectPKInfo"      PK.pk_info_der)
 @ (opt "issuerUID"     (i 1 uniqueId))
 @ (opt "subjectUID"    (i 2 uniqueId))
-@ (opt "extensions"    (e 3 Extension.extensions_der))
)



X.509
let is_server_cert_valid host time cert =
  match
    validate_time time cert,
    maybe_validate_hostname cert host,
    version_matches_extensions cert,
    validate_server_extensions cert
  with
  | (true, true, true, true) -> success
  | (false, _, _, _) -> fail ̀CertificateExpired
  | (_, false, _, _) -> fail ̀InvalidServerName
  | (_, _, false, _) -> fail ̀InvalidVersion
  | (_, _, _, false) -> fail ̀InvalidServerExtensions



CRYPTOGRAPHY
Cipher and hash cores in C
Cipher modes (CTR, CBC, GCM, CCM) in OCaml
Public-key cryptography in OCaml using GMP
Entropy / RNG



TIMING SIDE CHANNELS
Symmetric ciphers: AES-NI
MODP public-key: blinding
PKCS, Protocol: deploying widely accepted mitigations
lucky13: no mitigation in place yet


